Abstract. We present direct astrophysical N-body simulations with up to a few million bodies using our parallel MPI/CUDA code on large GPU clusters in China, Ukraine and Germany, with different kinds of GPU hardware. These clusters are directly linked under the Chinese Academy of Sciences special GPU cluster program in the cooperation of ICCS (International Center for Computational Science). We reach about the half the peak Kepler K20 GPU performance for our ϕ-GPU 1 code [2], in a real application scenario with individual hierarchically block time-steps with the high (4 th , 6 th and 8 th ) order Hermite integration schemes and a real core-halo density structure of the modeled stellar systems. The code and hardware are mainly used to simulate star clusters [23, 24] and galactic nuclei with supermassive black holes [20] , in which correlations between distant particles cannot be neglected.
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become a third basic method of astrophysical research, besides observation and pure theory [21] . Numerical modeling allows one to compare theory with observational data in unprecedented detail, and it also provides theoretical insight into physical processes at work in complex systems [22] . Similarly, data processing of astrophysical observations comprises the use of complex software pipeline to bring raw data into a form digestible for observational astronomers and ready for exchange and publication; these are, e.g., mathematical transformations like Fourier analysis of time series or spatial structures, complex template analysis or huge matrix-vector operations. Here fast access to and transmission of data, require supercomputing capacities.
We are undergoing a new revolution on parallel processor technologies, especially with regard to the Graphic Processing Units. GPU's have become widely used nowadays to accelerate a broad range of applications, including computational physics and astrophysics, image/video processing, engineering simulations, quantum chemistry 2 . Graphics processing units (GPU's) are rapidly emerging as a powerful and cost-effective platform for high performance parallel computing. Recent GPU's, such as the NVIDIA Fermi C2050 and Kepler K20 Computing Processors offer correspondingly 448 and 2496 processor cores with the extremely fast on-chip-memory, as compared to only 6 or 8 cores on a standard Intel or AMD CPU. In this paper we present the set of large scale N-body benchmarks of our astrophysical applications on a large Kepler and Fermi based GPU clusters.
Codes description
The application codes which we use for benchmarking here are direct N-body simulation codes for astrophysics, both using a high order Hermite integration scheme and hierarchical block time steps. One is called ϕ-GPU [2, 1] , it has been developed from our earlier published versions ϕ-GRAPE 3 (which used GRAPE hardware as a accelerator [3] ), the other is a legacy code named NBODY6++GPU [4, 5] , which has only recently been accelerated by GPU. Both use MPI (Message Passing Interface), and on each node use many cores of the special GPU hardware to compute gravitational forces between particles. Parts of the codes were developed in cooperation with Keigo Nitadori (RIKEN Japan) and Tsuyoshi Hamada (Nagasaki Univ. Japan). ϕ-GPU [2, 1] is written in C++ with MPI and CUDA-C. NBODY6++GPU is written in Fortran with CUDA-C extensions [6] . We present benchmarks on different GPU accelerated hardware, including Fermi and Kepler architectures.
Large scale astrophysical results
We report results obtained with our parallel direct N-body code on the CAS GPU clusters at our institute NAOC/CAS and at the IPE/CAS. We are also planning to run benchmarks on the Oak Ridge Titan supercomputer (using its Kepler K20 GPU's), but at the time of writing we cannot foresee whether they will be ready for the conference.
The NAOC cluster (85 nodes) laohu is now, after a recent upgrade, running with the new Kepler K20 GPU's (each with 2496 cores), and has in total roughly ∼170k computing GPU cores. The IPE/CAS system mole-8.5 is a much larger system with 362 nodes (each with 6 Fermi C2050 accelerators) and has in total almost ∼1M (973k) GPU cores. On the newest Kepler K20 GPU's we reach almost 1.5 Tflop/s sustained speed per one GPU using the 6 th order ϕ-GPU code (see Figure 1 . and Figure 2. ). On the Fermi C2050 cards on the mole-8.5 system we get the sustained speed of around 550 Gflop/s per one GPU with the same ϕ-GPU code (see Figure 5 . and Figure 6 .). These numbers are roughly close to the 50% of the peak performance of such a GPU cards, which shows a very good utilization of the GPU hardware with our high order direct N-body codes. Note that for the largest simulation conducted for this system used 1536 Fermi C2050 accelerators each with 448 computing cores totaling almost 700k GPU cores of the mole-8.5 system.
After our extensive scaling measurement on the mole-8.5 system, which we have presented in our earlier paper [2] , we make a detail performance analysis of our ϕ-GPU code and derive the "semi-analytic" scaling formula for the performance (see also the equations (17), (18) and (19) Figure 4 . Distribution of the total wall clock time of 1 time unit integration with the NBODY6++GPU on the K20 GPU cards. The different pie charts presents the code timing data for the different particle numbers.
The formula (based on the experimental data fitting) quite well predict the code speed for different combination of particle and processor numbers (see the Figure 4 . in the paper [2] ). Based on this and using the extrapolation we predict our ϕ-GPU code performance for the much larger system (like the Oak Ridge Titan supercomputer system with ∼20k GPU accelerator cards).
In the Figure 6 . we present this extrapolation exercise. We first simply extend the scale of the N=6M particle simulation for the larger GPU accelerator numbers up to 20k. As we can see even for this very high particle number the maximum performance which we can reach with the current GPU and network hardware is around ∼350 -400 Tflop/s (see the line with N=6M label). We can have a significantly better speedup factor if we were to use the roughly 4 times faster network (see the line with LANx4 label). In this case we can reach above the 1 Pflop/s speed. If we could simultaneously speedup the network 10 times and also speedup the GPU hardware with 100 times we can reach sub Exaflop/s speed for N=300M particles. Such a very large particle number is needed to describe the full galactic bulge system, consisting of a few 10 8 M ⊙ , in star by star way.
The second set of the tests were done on the laohu cluster using the newly developed GPU enabled NBODY6++GPU code. This code is more complex including many binaries, stellar evolution and an AhmadCohen neighbor scheme, and will be used for high resolution star cluster modeling. The results are shown in the plots Figure 3 . and Figure 4 .. The new NBODY6++GPU code also shows a very good GPU utilization performance data and quite good network communication scaling. Right now, we are still working on the NBODY6++GPU code optimization, so, these results should be considered as "preliminary". After the next round of network communication optimization, we hope to get a speedup factor of ∼2 especially for larger particle and processor numbers.
As examples of the science applications done with these codes we will present new simulations for binary black holes to reach relativistic coalescence after galaxy mergers [11, 12, 13] . The simulations show unexpectedly short times to reach full coalescence of the black holes, compared to the typical galaxy merging time (less than a Gyr). In another paper we show how the dynamics of binary black holes before the final merger gives rise to significant gravitational wave emission in the pulsar timing band, due to their high eccentricities [14, 15] .
Conclusions
Our massively parallel codes (ϕ-GPU and NBODY6++GPU), which use MPI parallelization as well as acceleration by many GPU's, scale well on large numbers of cores. They both run very well with no sign of saturation e.g. by communication on the new Kepler K20 GPU accelerator, reaching almost 1.5 Tflop/s per GPU with 2496 cores. These codes are currently being used for astrophysical research on galactic nuclei, requiring large particle resolution. With realistic technical improvements of GPU hardware and network speed we expect to reach approximately 0.2 Exaflop/s speed for N=300M particles.
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